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Geslacht: Stallion
Geboortedatum: 2013
Schofthoogte:
Niveau:
Stamboek: NRPS
Kleur: Bay
Fokker:
Catch Twenty Two VO Z (by Catoki x Mr. Blue x Voltaire)
In the breeding of Catch Twenty Two we find no less than three 1.60 stallions in a row: Catoki, Mr. Blue and
Voltaire. His father, Catoki (by Cambridge x Silvester), was very successful in the jumping arena with Philipp
Wheishaupt. They won, to name but a few, the Nations Cup in Calgary, Hickstead and the World Cup in
Bordeaux. In the meantime it’s his descendants who are make themselves known. Almost every week there is a
young Catoki who wins a Grand Prix somewhere. Just think about the smashers Catch Me If You Can,
Amsterdam 27, Catwalk 22 and namesake Catoki. It’s striking that relatively so many descendants of the
Holsteiner jump 1.40 or higher.
The mother of Catch Twenty Two gave in combination with Corrado I the 1.55 horse Air Corrado VO. Her
father is the much appreciated Mr. Blue who had a great career with Bert Romp. Mr. Blue also sealed his
reputation as a sire with offspring Plot Blue, VDL Groep Sapphire, Zirocco Blue VDL and Parmala Douche.
Further in the damline are the legendary stallions Voltaire and the Hannoverian Goldlöwe.
Catch Twenty Two is the embodiment of the modern jumping horse. A stallion with a lot of blood, appearance
and a very cooperative character. He is very athletic and shows a lot of scope when jumping. During his
approval at the NRPS he scored no less than seven times a nine. He is currently very successful with Demi
Dijks in the 1.35 classes and we see a bright future ahead of him as both sporthorse and stud.
breeding fee €200,00 by order (excl. VAT and shipping costs) €600,00 by pregnancy (excl. VAT)
Meer informatie: https://www.havikerwaard.nl/paarden/catch-twenty-two-vo-z/
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